
ON A PROBLEM OF MIHLIN

BY

A. P. calderOn and a. ZYGMUND

1. Let x = (£i, £2, • • • , £*), y = (77i, 772. • • • . Vk), * = (fi, f2, • • • , f*), ■ • ■

denote points of the ^-dimensional Euclidean space Ek. Here & St 1 but only

the case k ^ 2 will be of interest. The space may also be treated as a vector

space by identifying x with the vector joining the origin 0 = (0, • • • , 0) with

the point x. The rules for addition of vectors and for multiplying them by

scalars are the usual ones, and the norm is defined by the formula

1 2       2 2 1/2

I * I = (£, + £2 +••■+£*)    .
By x' = (£i, £2 ,•••,£*;') we shall systematically denote the point of inter-

section of the ray Ox (x^O) with the unit sphere 2=2*_i defined by the

equation |x| =1. Thus,

x' = x/ I x I, I x' I = 1.

In this note we shall consider the problem of the existence of the integral

(1.1) f   K(x,y)f(y)dy

where dy = drji dn2 ■ • ■ dvk,f is a function of the class L2 over Ek, and K(x, y)

is a singular kernel satisfying certain conditions. In general, we shall have

fi(x, z')
(1-2) K(x, y) ="—j—r—-

1*1*
where, systematically, z = x — y. Thus K(x, y) depends on the point x and on

the direction from x to y.

In a special but important case, K may depend on 2 only. We then have

fi(z')
K(x, y) = -r—r- (z = x - y)

1*1*
i.e.

Q(x')
(1.3) K(x, y) = K(x - y)    with   K(x)l= -r—f- ■

I *l*
It is well known (see [2]) that if K(x) satisfies certain regularity conditions

and the indispensable condition
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/Q(x')dx' = 0,
2

and iffEL", p^l, then the integral

(1.4) f   K(x-y)f(y)dy
J £*

exists in the principal value sense for almost every x. (By the principal value

of the integral (1.4) we mean the limit, for e—*0, of the integral extended over

the exterior of the sphere with center x and radius e.) Moreover, the value

f(x) of (1.4) has many properties similar to those of the Hilbert transform

r+"f(y)dy

J _M   x — y

in-E1.

The purpose of the present note is to prove some results about the more

general case (1.2). We fix our kernel K(x, y) once for all and use the notation

(1.5) f,(x) =  f     K(x, y)f(y)dy (z = x - y).
J  l*l«S€

By/(x) we shall mean the limit of f,(x) as e—>0. This limit may be considered

pointwise or in some norm. In this note we shall be concerned exclusively with

convergence in norm. We shall systematically use the notation

\\f\\,=(h\f(y)\>dy)llP,

but in the case p = 2 we shall simply write ||/|| for ||/||2.

In what follows, by A with various subscripts we shall mean a constant

depending on the kernel K and on the parameters displayed in the subscripts.

In particular, by A without any subscript we shall mean constants depending

on K at most. The constants need not be the same at every occurrence.

We shall first state the main theorem of this note. Comments and

generalizations are postponed to a later section.

Theorem 1. Suppose that the kernel K defined by (1.2) satisfies for each x

the following two conditions:

(1.6) ( Sl(x, z')dz'= 0,

(1.7) f |n(*,z0|W = A,
J s

with A independent of x. Let f EL2. Then for each x and e>0 the integral (1.5)
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converges absolutely and the function fc(x) tends to a limit f(x) in norm L2.

Moreover,

(1-8) ll/.ll =41/11 («>o).
(1-9) 11/11=41/11-

This theorem was stated as a problem by Mihlin in [6] (see also [5]).

He settled the case k = 2 only, in a somewhat weaker form since he defines

f(x) not as a limit of /«(x) but as a linear operator which for sufficiently

smooth (say, differentiable) functions / is defined directly by the then every-

where convergent integral (1.4) and is subsequently extended by continuity

to all functions fEL2. For A>2 he has to replace condition (1.7) by much

stronger conditions involving partial derivatives of Q.

2. Let us fix x and develop fl(x, z') into a series of spherical harmonics

(2.1) Q(x, z') ~ £ <*n(x)Yn(z')
n-X

where Yn(z') is an (ultra) spherical function of order n, i.e. is the value on 2

of a homogeneous polynomial P($x, • • • , ft) satisfying Laplace's equation

AP = 0. The development begins with m = 1 since, on account of (1.6), the

term m = 0 of the development is zero. If A = 2 we may also write (2.1) in the

form

+»
£' on(x)ein* •
—00

We may always normalize the Yn and assume that

i|f"ii = (m/Jw|w)1/2 = 1,

|S| denoting the (A —l)-dimensional measure of 2. No misunderstanding

will occur if we use the same notation for the norm in two different cases,

those of the whole space 22* and of the sphere 2.

The functions F„(zO form an orthonormal system on 2 and Bessel's in-

equality combined with (1.6) gives

(CO V   l/2

E | an(x) |2j     g A.

It will be convenient to modify the definition (1.5) by inserting the factor

(27r)_*/2 in the integral. Thus

(2.3) f,(x) = (2r)~"'2 f      /(>•) -^|^ dy (z = x - y).
J\i\i» \z\k
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This integral converges absolutely for each x since fGL2 and i2(x, z')\z\~~k is,

on account of (1.7), quadratically integrable over the set \z\ ^e.

Our first step will be to replace the function fl in (2.3) by the development

(2.2) and prove the equation

(2.4) /.(*) = !>»(*)/»..(*),
n-l

where

r Fn(z')
(2.5) /...(*) = (27r)-*'2 f(y) -plf dy.

J \m\Z* \z\

Let us denote the TVth partial sum of the series (2.1) by Sn(x, z'). Since,

for fixed x, Sn(x, z') converges to fl(x, z') over 2, in norm L2, the product

Sn(x, z') I z\~k converges, in the same norm, to £2(x, z')|z|_fc over the set \z\ Ste.

Hence, by Schwarz's inequality,

f     f(y)SN(x, z') | z \~kdy -+ f     /(y)fl(x, z') | z \~kdy,
J |«|£< J l«|St

which is (2.4).

It may be added that the series in (2.4) converges absolutely. On account

of (2.2) it is enough to prove the convergence of ^,\fn,t(x) |2. For this purpose

we observe that the integrals (2.5) are the Fourier coefficients of/(y) =/(x—z)

with respect to the functions equal to (2ir)~kl2Yn(z') | z\ ~k for | z\ ^e and equal

to zero elsewhere. The latter functions form an orthogonal system in Ek,

on account of the orthogonality of the Yn(z') over 2. The norms of these

functions are not 1 but are bounded away from zero so that the convergence

of 2Z|/n.€(x)|2 is a consequence of Bessel's inequality.

Let us now integrate the inequality (see (2.4))

(2.6) | f,(x) M ( £ | an(x) I2) (Z I /».«(*) I2) =■ A £ | /„,(x) |2

over Ek. We get

(2.7) li/.li2 = ^i:ii/n..wii2.
1

Suppose we can prove that

(2.8) ||/n.«M-Ml (»-l,2,-..)
n

with A independent of n and e. The inequality (1.8) will then follow.

From (2.8) will also follow that
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H/.-MI-O («,e'-0)

since it is known that for each particular value of n we have

||/»..-/n.«<||^0 ase, €'^0

(see [2, p. 89]). Hence there will exist a function fEL2 such that

II/-/.II-0,
which in conjunction with (1.8) implies (1.9).

Thus our main problem now is to prove (2.8).

Let us revert to (2.5) and let us denote the Fourier transform of any

function/ by/. In other words,

/(x) = (2tt)-*/2 f   e-^^f(y)dy
J £t

where (x, y) denotes the scalar product £it;i+£2?72+ • • • +£*?7t of x and y.

The equation (2.5) tells us that fc(x) is the convolution (with normalizing

factor (27r)_*/2) of/and of the function gn,t(y) equal to F„(yO|y|~* for \y\ ^e

and to zero otherwise. Suppose that/ is both in L2 and L. Then/„,« is of the

class L2 and its Fourier transform is the product of the transforms of / and

g«,«:

/n.e  = fgn.e-

Moreover, by the Plancherel-Parseval theorem,

||/n,||   =   H/nl   =   ||/  i...||   g   SUP   I gn„(x) I  11/11    =    SUP   I  g„,(x) I 11/11,
X X

and (2.8) will follow, at least for/ simultaneously in L and L2, if we show that

(2.9) fg„,(*)|=--
n

That this will, in turn, imply (2.8) for general / quadratically integrable

is immediate. For we may first apply (2.8) to the function /«(x) which coin-

cides with f(x) for I x | g R and is zero elsewhere, and then making R tend to

infinity and applying Fatou's lemma we obtain (2.8) in the general case.

Thus our problem has been reduced to (2.9). The proof of the latter in-

equality requires two lemmas.

3. Lemma 1. Let Yn(y') be a spherical function of order n and suppose that

||Fn(yO||=l. Then

(3.1) I F„(yO I =■ ̂«(*-2>'2.

The case A = 2 being trivial, we may assume that A ̂ 3. We shall sys-

tematically use the notation
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(3.2) X = (k - 2)/2

and shall denote by P£ the ultraspherical (Gegenbauer) polynomials defined

by the equation

00 x
(3.3) (1 — 2w cos y + w2)~x = ^ wnP„(cos y).

n-0

Then, for any x with | x| =1 we have

r(x)(» + X) f   x
(3.4) Yn(x) =        o Pn(cos y)Yn(y')dy'

where y is the angle between the vectors x and y' and the integral is zero if

we replace Yn(y') by Ym(y'), with mj^n (see [4]). By Schwarz's inequality,

| Yn(x) | g An j J[p"(cos7)]2</y'j'' { J | Yn(y') \2dy'}

(3.5) 2 2

= ^«{J [p"(cos7)]2Jyj

The value of the last integral may be obtained if for Yn we take the

spherical function Px (cos 5), where 8 is the angle of y' with a fixed axis

through the origin. Then for x on that axis, F„(x) =PX(1), and (3.4) reduces

to

x        r(x)(» + x) /• r x
(3.6) Pn(l) = -4^77-^      [p»(c0s ?)N/.

On the other hand, (3.3) gives

Y,p\(l)w« = (1 - w)-<*-2\
0

which shows that P^(l) is exactly of the order nk~3 and this in conjunction

with (3.5) and (3.6) proves the lemma.

Let us now consider the Fourier transform of gn,<. We have

?,..(*) = (2tt)-*/2 f        ««•■ »> ̂f- cfy

(3.7) '    '
- (27r)-*/2 (        cir"cos t     "        dy,

J\»\2n \y\k

where

r =   | x | ,        P =   \y\,        rp cos y = (x, y).
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The last integral is defined as the limit for R—* oo of

C Yn(y') rRdp C
(3.8) I c<r, co. y __L-dy =   I     _l e1" °°s KYn(y')dy'

J «SpSr | y I* J *    p J s

/'Bt dp r
— I  eip co. yYn(y')dy'.

«r      P  J 2

Let us first consider the case k ^ 3 and use the expansion

eie co. T = 2xr(X) X («» + X)im ——-Pro(cos y)
m-0 Px

(see [9, p. 368], /* is here Bessel's function of order k) which converges

absolutely and uniformly for p remaining within any finite interval. On ac-

count of (3.4), the last integral (3.8) reduces, except for a multiplicative

constant depending on X only, to

F„(x) I       ——- dp -> Yn(x) I     ——- dp       (as R -> oo).
J tr p J tr        P

Since, by Lemma 1, | F„| ^^4nx, the inequality (2.9) will follow if we prove

the following

Lemma 2.

/' °° Jn+\(p) A—^ dp   ^ -—, for 0 < h < oo ; n - 1, 2, • • •.
h p1+X M1+X

Let us revert for a moment to the case k = 2. We may then set

x = rea,        y = pe'"*,        Yn(y') = ae*"n* + ae-«'n*.

The inner integral on the right of (3.8) reduces then to

gin, cos u,-s)(aein<t, _)_ 5g-in#)^ = 2rJn(rp)iH(aeinf + ae~in>),

0

and we are again led to the inequality (3.9) with X = 0, as it should be.

We could not find Lemma 2 in literature—though the formula for the inte-

gral (3.9) in the case h = 0 is classical (see [9, p. 391] or [8, p. 182]). We are

therefore forced to give here a proof of it which is a straightforward adapta-

tion of a proof communicated to us by Professor Szego for the case of X = 0.

This proof is long and possibly could be simplified. We postpone it to the last

section of the paper. Taking Lemma 2 temporarily for granted we may con-

sider Theorem 1 as proved.

In view of the complicated character of the proof of Lemma 2 the following

remark may be of some interest. Suppose that the function/ is differentiable
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sufficiently many times and vanishes outside a compact set. Then the integral

defining f(x) is obviously convergent at every point x. Moreover the relation

(2.4) will hold for « = 0. For such functions/ we have the inequality

(3-10) 11/11 =41/11.
provided we have (3.9) with A = 0, a result which, as we have already observed,

is well known. Thus the operator / can be defined directly for functions /

forming a set dense in L2 and for these functions we have (3.10) with A inde-

pendent of/. Such an operator can be extended to the whole L2 with preserva-

tion of (3.10). This kind of extension is systematically used by Mihlin [5; 6].

Of course using this argument we lose the fact that /« converges to / in the

metric L2 for every/ in L2, as e—>0.

Let us finally make two remarks of a chronological type. 1° Developments

of the numerator Q into series of spherical harmonics was already considered

by Giraud [3] (see also Mihlin, loc. cit.). 2° The computation of the Fourier

transform of the function |„,e contains implicitly the important fact that the

Fourier transform of F„(yO|y|~* is, apart from a numerical factor, the har-

monics F„(yO itself. This fact was not unknown in the case A = 2 but for

higher values of A seems to have been first published by Bochner [l ] whose

argument is used in our proof. (For A = 3 the result was also obtained—inde-

pendently and almost simultaneously—by Professor G. Szego, who communi-

cated it to us in a letter. His proof was not published.) Bochner sums the

Fourier transforms by the method of Abel, but since we know that the trans-

form actually converges [2, p. 89], this point is irrelevant.

4. The convergence of the series in (2.7) follows from the inequality (2.8)

and the convergence of the series ]T) n~2- The latter fact is rather crude and

we have here considerable leeway which might conceivably be used to

strengthen Theorem 1. Using instead of (2.6) the inequality

I /<(*) m (£ I <*.(*) i2«-i+s) (£, i /».«(*) I2**1-8).

and applying (2.8) we see that the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds if instead

of the boundedness of the function ]!T)| an(x)lj2—which is equivalent to condi-

tion (1.7)—we assume the boundedness of 2^| an(x) | 2m_1+5. This will lead us

to the following result.

Theorem 2. The conclusion of Theorem 1 holds if condition (1.7) is replaced

by

(4.1) f |Q(*. z')\*dz' <A
J 2

for any
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k- 1
(4.2) p>2—^--

Thus for k = 2 any p > 1 will do. However, as k increases indefinitely the

expression 2(& —1)/£ tends to 2 and the exponent 2 of Theorem 1 is the best

one valid for all k. In the last section of this paper (see Theorem 3 below) we

shall show that for no k can we replace the exponent 2(k — l)/k of Theorem 2

by a smaller one. On the other hand, we do know (see [2, p. 91 ]) that in

the special case of fl = Q(z') condition (4.1) can be replaced by a weaker one,

namely

(4.3) f \ Q(z') |  log+ | fi(z') | dz' < oo
J z

for all k. We shall also show later that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 give

slightly more than actually stated in the theorems.

Let us recall some familiar facts about the polynomials P„ (for all this

see, for example, [7, pp. 80 sqq.]). We have

x (-2)" T(n + \)T(n + 2X)   dn
(4.4) (1 - x2)x-1'2Pn(x) =- —-—- -(1 - x2)^-1'2.

n\ T(X)r(2« + 2X)     <fx»

Functions g(x) defined on the segment — l^x^l can be developed into

Fourier series

g(x) ~ £) CnP\(x)
0

where

22x-i (M + \)r(«+ l)  r+1 x
(4.5) cn =-T2(X) K——l-±-—-± j      g(x)(l - x2)x-i'2pXn(x)<fx.

7r T(n + 2X)       J _i

We shall, in particular, consider the Fourier series of the function

(4.6) g(x) = (1 - x)-"

where the number a is positive and will be fixed presently. Clearly, we must

have

a < X + 1/2.

Using the formulas (4.5) and (4.4) and applying repeated integration by

parts we find (the computation is simple and is omitted here) that c„ is

exactly of the order n2a_2X.

Let us now consider on 2 the function

(4.7) g = (i - cos ey°
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where 8 is the angle with the polar axis. The function G belongs to the class L"

on 2 if and only if the integral

/' *    sin*-2 6-de
o  (1 — cos0)a«

is finite, that is, for

(4.8) q < (k - l)/2a.

The development of G into spherical harmonics is obtained by replacing x

in the Fourier series ^2„ c»Pn(x) by cos 8, i.e. is

X) cnP„(cos 9),   with     | c„ | ~ m2"-2X.

Let us now consider any function F(x') integrable on 2 and an arbitrary

function G(xO also integrable on 2 which is however a function of the polar

angle 0 only. The integral

(4.9) 77(x0 = T-T f Hy')G(cos y)dy',
| 2 I J 2

where y denotes the angle between the vectors x' and y', is a sort of convolu-

tion of the functions F and G; we may call it the spherical convolution. It has

many properties of the usual convolution in 22*. In particular, the familiar

inequality of W. H. Young

Nl« = \\fM\g\U (/>-<?. f= i; v = 4" + - " l)\ t        p        q /
remains valid here, with proof unchanged.

If the developments of F and G into series of spherical harmonics are

(4.10) E«nFn(xO     and     ^cnPl(cos 0),

respectively, then the spherical development of 77 is

2*rx+1     ^ 1

(4"n) |y,r^i:«nCn—— Fn(xO-
| 2 | T(X)   n n + X

The formal proof immediately follows from (4.9) and (3.4). This formal proof

is perfectly rigorous if one at least of the developments (4.10) converges ab-

solutely and uniformly. In particular, if we denote by Fr(*0 the Abel-Poisson

means of the spherical development of F(xO (0 = r < 1), the spherical composi-

tion of FT and G is given by the series (4.11) with a„ replaced by anrn. But as

is easily seen from the representation of Fr as a Poisson integral of F, we have,

on 2,
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||P-Pr||i-»0    as   r-+l,

and so, by Young's inequality with p = q = l, the spherical composition of Pr

and G tends in norm L to the spherical composition of P and G, which im-

mediately proves that (4.11) is the development of 77 into spherical harmon-

ics.

Suppose now that for our G we take the function (4.7). Then the cofactor

of a„Yn in (4.11) is exactly of the order n2"'2^1. If 2a-2X-l exceeds -1/2,

i.e. if

(4.12) 2a > k - 3/2,

and if the function H is quadratically integrable over 2, then the series

(4.13) £   Un|2«-1+5

converges for some 5>0. Thus the last series will converge provided FGLp

and provided we can find a q>l and a number a>0 such that the conditions

(4.8) and l/2^p~l+q~1 — 1 are satisfied. It is easily seen that the last two

conditions can be satisfied if we have (4.2).

Summarizing, for any function F(z')~^anYn(z') on 2 and of the class

Lv, with p satisfying (4.2), the series (4.13) converges for some 5>0. If for

F(z') we take Q(x, z'), with x fixed, and if we consider the development (2.1),

then the assumptions (4.1) and (4.2) will imply the uniform boundedness of

2^|an(x)| 2n~l+i for some 5>0 and the proof of Theorem 2 is completed.

In the above proof we implicitly assumed that k>2. For k = 2 the proof

is analogous if we take g = (1 — ea)~". In this case we could also appeal to a

well known result of Hardy and Littlewood asserting that if FGL", then the

fractional integral of order 8 belongs to the class Li with t defined by the

equation l/t = l/p~8, so that again we would have the convergence of

(4.13) for some S>0 provided FGL", p>l. The proof given previously is of

course more elementary.

5. Remarks. 1° We have mentioned above that from the proofs of Theo-

rems 1 and 2 we can deduce slightly more than actually stated. For let

«i, e2, • • • be a sequence of positive variables and let us replace on the right

the factors/„,, by/„,«„. Let the resulting sum be denoted by/e,f2...(.... so that

00

/.,«,........ = X an(x)fn.tn(x).
1

Then the proof of Theorem 1 shows that under its assumption we have

(5-1) II/.,.,........|| *A
and

(5.2) II/.,..-.....-.711-0
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if each individual €„ tends to zero.

2° Let us consider for a moment the case A = 2 and suppose that the func-

tion fl depends on z' only, i.e. is a function of an angle 0,0 g8^2ir. In this case

the equation (2.1) takes the form

0(») ~ Z' On ein»,
—00

where the an are constants independent of x. The inequality (2.8) becomes

||/m||£ -At 11/11 (n= ±1, ±2, •••).
\n\

Let us now assume that the function £1(8) log+ | £1(8) | is integrable over

(0, 27r). It is known that then the series ^'| c„m_1| converges absolutely and

+°°     a C2t
(5.3) YJ  —   =a\     I Q| log+ | a\dd + A

_„     n Jo

(see [10, p. 235, Ex. 5]) and from 2.4—or rather its analogue in the case

A = 2—we obtain the inequalities (1.8) and (1.9).

We obtained these inequalities under the assumption that fi log+ | £21 is

integrable over 0^0^27r. Of course, the result is not new, but the present

argument shows that the generalizations (5.1) and (5.2) are valid in the case

A = 2 if Q log+ |fi| is integrable. The argument is not extensible to higher

values of A since, though the inequality (5.3) is extensible to general uni-

formly bounded orthonormal systems (loc. cit.), the condition of bounded-

ness is essential here and the orthonormal systems { F„(zO } we come across

when A^3 are no longer uniformly bounded.

6. We shall now prove Lemma 2. As we have observed, the inequality

(3.9) is certainly true if A = 0, so that Lemma 2 is equivalent to the inequality

/,hJn+\(p) A-^-P dp   g —      (m = 1, 2, • • ■ ; A ̂  0).

Let us write v = m+X. We shall consider four special cases, namely,

1° 0 = A = r/2,        2° v/2 i% A ̂  v,       3° v g A ̂  2v,       4° A = 2v.

In case 1°, the classical formula (see e.g. [9, p. 48])

(p/2)' r+* A(P/2)'
J,(p)    =    -^^-   I       (1 - t^Wdt    g

1     Wl Y(v+ l/2)r(l/2) J_i fr-1)!

coupled with Stirling's formula for (v — l)\ shows that the integral in (6.1)

is uniformly ^Aq", where q is a positive number less than 1, and (6.1) is

surely true.
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In case 2° we use the formula [9, p. 257, (6) ]

f' 1I   /,(p)rfp~—,
J o 3

and since /»(p) is positive for 0^'y^p, we have

-^—dp g: Av-*'1  I    J,(p)dP £ Av-*-1 g Atr™,
v/2   PX+1 Jr/2

which in conjunction with case 1° again gives (6.1).

In case 4° we use the differential equation of J, which may be written

Up) J,'(p) Ji'(p)
pX+l pX(p2 _ „2) pX-l(p2   _   „2) "

Let us integrate this over hgp<<x>. Since |P,(p)| £»1, the first term on the

right is, numerically, gAp~2~x and its integral is ^Ah~x~1gAv~x~1. To the

integral of the second term we apply the second mean-value theorem and

remove the decreasing factor [px~1(p2—v2)]~l, which shows again that the

integral is ^i4j>-x_1. This proves (3.9) in case 4°.

It remains to prove (6.1) in case 3°. Let vgh^2v. The second mean-value

theorem gives

J,h J (a) rk>
-^— dp = v~™ I     Jr(p)dp (u<h'< 2v)

r       P J r

which indicates that it is enough to prove the boundedness of the last integral.

We write this condition in the form

(6.2) J*   J,(vp)dp = «(-) (K £ < 2).

This part of the argument is the least simple. We set p = sec 8, and use Wat-

son's formula [9, p. 252, (5)] valid in the "transitional region":

J,(v sec 0) = (1/3) tan 0- cos vB[J-V3(t) + Ji/»(t)]

+ 3-1'2 tan jS-sin vB[j_m(t) - J1/3(t)] + 0(l/v),

where

B = tan 8 - (1/3) tan3 8 ~ 8,        t= (l/3)v tan3 8,

and the "0" is an absolute one, provided 0 ^/3 ^8o, Bo being any fixed constant

(in our case sec Bo = 2).

If we drop the term 0(1/v), we obtain an approximate formula for /,

and the error committed in the integral (6.2) will be 0(l/v), a quantity un-

important for our purposes.
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First let us suppose that t^ 1 in the interval l^p^£. Then J-x/s + Jyz

= 0(t~1,s) and the left side of (6.2) is, numerically,

/'    i                    i    sin B r C| J,(v sec j8) |   ■-dB ^ A I    tan2 Bf^dB = A*-1'3       tan BdB
igi                      cos2 B J t^x J tsi

g Av-1'* f    BdB =" Ar-llx■*-*>* = Av~\
J t£\

Second, let t>l. Then

7Ti/3(o=(~y™(<±i-~)+0(1-),

/-vi + /vi = 31/2(—) cos 6 - ^) + 0(/-3'2),

/-vi - /vi = - (-) sin (t- ^j+ o(r3'2),

J,(v sec B) = 3-1'2 tan B (—)     cos (xB + < - — J + 0(tan /3-r3'2)

= 3-1'2 tan B (—)     cos    i»(tan 8 ~ B) ~ —   + 0(j3/-3'2).

The contribution of the "0" term here to that part of the integral (6.2)

which corresponds to t = 1 does not exceed

A  | B2t~s,2dl =: Av-*'2 f     B~bl2dB ̂  Atr-'^-Av1" = 4*-1,
/<£l,0SiSo /«Sl

and it remains to consider the integral (in which 8x^B0)

Jtan/3-r1/2-cos   v(tan/3 — B)-tan B sec BdB

=   I  ^v-1/2 tan1'2 /3 sec B cos    v(tan /3 - 8) - — U/3.

Let us now introduce a new variable x = tan 8 — B which is an increasing

function of 8- Clearly, for 8—>0 we have

1 dB
x~ — p\        tan1'2 B sec 8 — Ax116       —^Ax'2'3

3 dx

and the ratios of both sides in the last two equivalences are monotone func-

tions. Therefore, applying the second mean-value theorem we see that the

last integral is
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Av~112 I  x-1'2 cos I vx-\dx

where the integral is extended over some interval of the positive real axis.

Making the substitution vx = y and observing that |/y~1/2 cos (y—Tr/i)dy\

gA, we see that (6.4) is absolutely Av~l, and the proof of Lemma 2 is

complete.

7. Theorem 3. If in the inequality (4.1) we take p = 2(k — l)/k, the trans-

form f of an fGL2 need not be in L2.

For let us take for f(y) the function equal to 1 for | y | ^ 1 and equal to

zero elsewhere. It belongs to T.2 (to any L", q>0). Let p be any positive

number.

Let us assume that fl(x, z') =0 for |x| ^2. For |x| >2 we define Q(x, z')

as follows:

1 ° 11 is equal to | x | (*_1) /r for the points y of each ray from x intersecting 2;

2° It is equal to — | x| (*-1>/r for the points y of the rays opposite to those

inl°;

3° It is equal to zero on all other rays from x.

Then

f fi(x, z')dz' = 0, f \ Q(x, z') \'dz' < A,
J 2 •'2

It is not difficult to see that for the function/ just defined,

|/(x)|=|   fu(x,z')\z\-kf(y)dy  ^^p as|x|->oo,
I J z   ' | x\a

where C is a constant and a = k — (k — l)/p. If we want/(x) to be in L2 we must

assume that a>k/2, or, what is the same thing, p>2(k — l)/k. This com-

pletes the proof.

If we assume something more about the symmetrical structure of the

kernel K, the conclusion of Theorem 2 may be considerably strengthened. To

this we shall return in another paper.

Added in Proof. A new and simpler proof of Lemma 2 was found by L.

Lorch and P. Szego and is to appear in Duke Math. J.
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